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EURASNET such as the 1st International EURASNET Alternative Splicing meeting and the

the new website.
• To carrylaunch
out anofambitious
research programme to increase the understanding and
knowledge of alternative splicing at the molecular, cellular and organismal level.

The network provides information on the importance of alternative splicing to human health
and disease to the general public and schools. Thanks to the network members, numerous
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The term ‚splice‘ refers to the connection of two or more pieces of any linear material.
ial. It’s
most common usage is in mariner’s language for connecting the endings of a rope
e and is
also used to describe the joining of audio tape or film.

For further
information on this

In genetics the term splicing is used for the connection of two ends of parts of an RNA
molecule that is derived from a gene, to give the final molecule of messenger RNA that is
further translated into a protein.
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Splicing – the sp(l)ice of life
How do we get protein products from genes?

The genetic information of every known organism is stored in long chains of DNA
(deoxyribonucleic-acid) molecules. The functional units of the genome are genes, which are
arranged in succession on the DNA strands. Usually one gene codes for one protein so the
sequence of the DNA (gene) determines the sequence of amino acids of that specific protein.
However, the information stored in the DNA cannot be translated into proteins directly;
instead, the DNA serves as a template which is copied into RNA (ribonucleic-acid) molecules.
This process is called transcription. The product, the messenger-RNA (mRNA) is recognised
by a big cellular machine – the ribosome – which is able to decipher the information
encoded by the RNA and translate it into a sequence of amino acids that forms the protein
molecule. This process is termed translation.

knowledge from molecular life science to medicine is strongly supported by the network
and several
members
of EURASNET
are directly involved in disease diagnosis. Numerous
Major successes
of the
network
are:
national and international meetings and workshops bringing together molecular biologists
and medical practitioners have been organised by EURASNET, providing a platform for the
• Traininginteraction
of students
and scientists in this area of research with many workshops, national
of these two groups. An interdisciplinary focus meeting on alternative splicing
and international
by2008,
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was held inorganised
Rome in June
a workshop and training on the same topic was
organised in Montpellier in February 2008. Additionally, a workshop on RNA splicing and
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Happy reading!
togetherfirst
with
clinicians
and diagnosticians.
But now it gets a little more complicated…

Most genes are made up of pieces of DNA which code for proteins (exons) and pieces which
don’t (introns). After transcription the introns must be removed from the mRNA and the
exons have to be joined together (this is where ‘splicing’ comes into it). After these steps,
the mature mRNA is transported to the cytoplasm where protein production proceeds
(translation).

Humans produce around 150,000 different proteins from their 25,000 – 30,000 genes. They
do this by alternative splicing (AS). Alternative splicing means, that during the RNA splicing
event different combinations of exons can be joined together to create a diverse array of
mRNAs from a single gene such that one gene can actually make more than one protein and
sometimes even hundreds of proteins.
More than 70% of the human intron containing genes are alternatively spliced. This
explains the fact that the relatively small number of 25,000 genes can lead to production
of over 100,000 of proteins. Alternative splicing is involved in all aspects of our growth and
development and how
w our bodies work.
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&
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• Information for the general public and schools on the importance of alternative splicing
to human health and disease.
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• Providing a website with educational material.
• Wide distribution of pamphlets, booklets and articles in popular science and the general
press.

Call for Papers
Indexed by MEDLINE/PUBMED
2009 Impact Factor: 5.56
July 2010: Special Issue on Alternative Splicing and Disease
Guest Editors: Andrea Barta (Vienna, Austria) and Daniel Schümperli (Bern, Switzerland)

Editor-in-Chief
Renée Schroeder

Max F. Perutz Laboratories
University of Vienna
Vienna, Austria

Assistant Editor-in-Chief
Paul P. Gardner
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
Hinxton, UK

Associate Editors

Paul Agris
North Carolina State
University
Andrea Barta
Medical University
of Vienna
Ben Berkhout
University of Amsterdam
Benjamin Blencowe
University of Toronto

Juli Feigon
University of California,
Los Angeles
Jack D. Keene
Duke University
Medical Center
Eric G. Moss
University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey
Jörg Vogel
Max Planck Institute for
Infection Biology

RNA Biology utilizes an online submission
and and peer review tracking system which
is designed to provide a better, more
efficient service to authors and reviewers.
• Authors can submit manuscripts online
from anywhere in the world.
• Authors can track their manuscript
through the peer review process.
• Author files are automatically converted
into a PDF (Portable Document Format)
• Submissions are acknowledged by
email.
• Editors and reviewers access the PDF
files on the website.
Submit your paper here: http://rnabiol.
msubmit.net/cgi-bin/main.plex

An emerging role for nuclear RNA-mediated responses to genotoxic stress
Roberta Busà and Claudio Sette
A conserved alternative splicing event in plants reveals an ancient exonization of 5S rRNA that regulates TFIIIA
W. Brad Barbazuk
Alternative splicing and breast cancer
Martin Dutertre, Stephan Vagner and Didier Auboeuf
Novel roles of U1 snRNP in alternative splicing regulation
Emanuele Buratti and Diana Baralle
The multiple roles of TDP-43 in pre-mRNA processing and gene expression regulation
Emanuele Buratti and Francisco Ernesto Baralle
Repair of pre-mRNA splicing: Prospects for a therapy for spinal muscular atrophy
Rachel Nlend Nlend, Kathrin Meyer and Daniel Schumperli
Alternative splicing and muscular dystrophy
Mariaelena Pistoni, Claudia Ghigna and Davide Gabellini
Antisense-mediated modulation of splicing: therapeutic implications for Duchenne muscular dystrophy
Annemieke Aartsma-Rus
Alternative splicing in multiple sclerosis and other autoimmune diseases
Irina Evsyukova, Jason A. Somarelli, Simon G. Gregory and Mariano A. Garcia-Blanco
The role of CELF proteins in neurological disorders
Jean-Marc Gallo and Carl Spickett
Regulation of alternative splicing by short noncoding nuclear RNAs
Amit Khanna and Stefan Stamm
Analysis of SRrp86-regulated alternative splicing: Control of c-Jun and IκBβ activity
Amanda S. Solis and James G. Patton
Pro-metastatic splicing of Ron proto-oncogene mRNA can be reversed: Therapeutic potential of bifunctional
oligonucleotides and indole derivatives
Claudia Ghigna, Marion De Toledo, Serena Bonomi, Cristina Valacca, Stefania Gallo, Maria Apicella,
Ian Eperon, Jamal Tazi and Giuseppe Biamonti
Future Special Issues include:
RNA Chaperones (Karin Musier-Forsyth, Columbus, OH, USA)
CRISPR (John van der Oost, Wageningen, NL)
RNA Virus Replication, Recombination and Transcription (Andrew White, Toronto, Canada)
We invite you to send us your original manuscripts on any of the above topics. The appearance of your research paper in
the context of a series of Reviews written by experts in the field will increase its visibility and round out this special issue!
Please contact the Editor-in-Chief (renee.schroeder@univie.ac.at) with suggestions for future Special Foci.

About RNA Biology:
Original papers in RNA Biology represent a wide range of experimental systems, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic, and experimental approaches, including molecular and
cell biology, biochemistry, genetics, genomics and molecular medicine. Reviews highlight progress and discuss current thinking on RNA biology in a format accessible to a
wide academic audience. For a complete list of the types of papers accepted for publication, please visit the author guidelines:
www.landesbioscience.com/journals/rnabiology/guidelines
RNA Biology is published both in print and online. Original research is published as full-length reports or brief communications. Solicited and submitted reviews and timely
commentaries on significant developments are also published. All manuscripts are subjected to peer-review. Accepted manuscripts are made available on the journal’s
website immediately. All papers automatically become open access after 1 year. Alternatively, immediate open access may be purchased at the time of publication.
Decision on manuscripts as rapidly as possible. RNA Biology will reconsider papers that have been rejected by high impact journals for reasons of novelty and impact,
rather than the importance of the study or the integrity of the data. Authors are encouraged to enclose the reviewers’ and/or editorial comments from
the above mentioned journals. This will certainly expedite the evaluation of the article and it is possible the article might be accepted based on its previous review. This will allow the urgent and competitive research to be published on the day of submission.

For more information about submitting to RNA Biology, please visit our website: www.rnabiology.com

Andrea and Daniel edited a Special Issue of RNA Biology
on Alternative Splicing and Disease........................................................................................................................................................................
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Editorial
Dear EURASNET members!
Another half year has past and it is the fourth time the EURASNET newsletter will
be published.
In this newsletter we will present some of the past meetings and workshops
in terms of summaries of participants, like for example the EURASNET Annual
Reporting Meeting 2010 and the RNA Therapeutics Workshop sponsored by
Harvard Medical School – Portugal Program and European Network of Excellence
on Alternative Splicing. Both took place in Lisbon in April 2010.
Forthcoming meetings and workshops are, for example RNA Mis-splicing: Disease
and Therapeutics EURASNET Interdisciplinary Focus Meeting (12th till 14th of July),
IFM “Frontiers in Structural Biology of RNAs and RNPs”, in Poznan, Poland (16th
till 18th of August), IFM on “Splicing Regulation: from molecules to organisms” in
Berlin (20th till 21st of September), the Workshop and Symposium on Alternative
Splicing and Genetic Disease in Paris (14th till 15th of October).
Andrea Barta and Daniel Schümperli have served as Guest Editors for a Special
Issue of RNA Biology on Alternative Splicing and Disease. They have solicited 12 excellent contributions for this special issue, mainly from members of the EURASNET
and through an open call. In addition we edited this issue in this newsletter.
Moreover we present Daniel Schümperli’s music group “Hugo”, which was founded
in 2001.
You will find out more about all those news and activities in this newsletter.
Wherever you will spend your summer holidays…have a nice summertime and
enjoy reading!
Yours

Franziska Werba
Public scientific officer
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Franziska Werba

The Network
EURASNET, the European Alternative Splicing Network of Excellence aims to understand the link between alternative splicing and human health and disease. The
EURASNET brought together 30 groups in the field of alternative splicing in the
beginning of the year 2006 and additional ten young investigators joined the network in the following two years.

The main project objectives set out to be reached are:
•

To carry out an ambitious research programme to increase the understanding
and knowledge of alternative splicing at the molecular, cellular and organismal level.

•

To ensure the exchange of information, procedures, reagents and personnel
by creating a network structure, involving all EURASNET members.

•

To support ten young investigators to join EURASNET and establish new research groups.

•

To raise awareness of EURASNET and the importance of alternative splicing
among the RNA community in Europe and to bring an understanding of alternative splicing to medical practitioners, policy makers and the general public.

At the time of writing, it is clear EURASNET functions exceptionally well as a network. Importantly, the network has catalysed multiple interactions among groups
with different expertise and has considerable scientific success with many novel
discoveries and high profile publications. This generates the fundamental knowledge of alternative splicing which forms the basis of application in medicine and
the expanding contacts and interactions with clinicians and diagnosticians reflects the effort of the network in this area.

Major successes of the network are:
•

Training of students and scientists in this area of research with many workshops, national and international meetings organised by EURASNET.

•

Raising the awareness of the need for alternative splicing research and bringing scientists together with clinicians and diagnosticians.

•

Information for the general public and schools on the importance of alternative splicing to human health and disease.

•

Providing a website with educational material.

•

Wide distribution of pamphlets, booklets and articles in popular science and
the general press.
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Splicing Connects
The term ‘splice‘ refers to the connection of two or more pieces of any linear material. Its most
common usage is in mariner’s language for connecting the endings of a rope and is also used
to describe the joining of audio tape or film.
In genetics the term splicing is used for the connection of two ends of parts of an RNA molecule that is derived from a gene, to give the final molecule of messenger RNA that is further
translated into a protein.

For further
information on this
topic, please visit
the EURASNET
webpage:
www.eurasnet.info

Splicing – the sp(l)ice of life
How do we get protein products from genes?
The genetic information of every known organism is stored in long chains of DNA (deoxyribonucleic-acid) molecules. The functional units of the genome are genes, which are arranged in succession on the DNA
strands. Usually one gene codes for one protein so the sequence of the DNA (gene) determines the sequence of
amino acids of that specific protein. However, the information stored in the DNA cannot be translated into proteins
directly; instead, the DNA serves as a template which is copied into RNA (ribonucleic-acid) molecules. This process
is called transcription. The product, the messenger-RNA (mRNA) is recognised by a big cellular machine – the ribosome – which is able to decipher the information encoded by the RNA and translate it into a sequence of amino
acids that forms the protein molecule. This process is termed translation.

But now it gets a little more complicated…
Most genes are made up of pieces of DNA which code for proteins (exons) and pieces which don’t (introns). After
transcription the introns must be removed from the mRNA and the exons have to be joined together (this is where
‘splicing’ comes into it). After these steps, the mature mRNA is transported to the cytoplasm where protein production proceeds (translation).
Humans produce around 150,000 different proteins from their 25,000 – 30,000 genes. They do this by alternative
splicing (AS). Alternative splicing means, that during the RNA splicing event different combinations of exons can be
joined together to create a diverse array of mRNAs from a single gene such that one gene can actually make more
than one protein and sometimes even hundreds of proteins.
More than 70% of the human intron containing genes are alternatively spliced. This explains the fact that the relatively small number of 25,000 genes can lead to production of over 100,000 of proteins. Alternative splicing is involved in all aspects of our growth and development and how our bodies work.

Transcription
&
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Translation
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NEWS section
New papers
Nuclear factor TDP-43 can affect selected microRNA levels.
2010. Buratti, E., De Conti, L., Stuani, C., Romano, M., Baralle, M., Baralle, F.E. FEBS J. 277, 2268-2281
Alternative splicing: role of pseudoexons in human disease and potential therapeutic strategies.
2010. Dhir, A., Buratti, E., 1-34. FEBS J. 277, 841-855
Angus Lamond elected Fellow of the Royal Society!
Congratulations to Angus Lamond who has been elected Fellow of the Royal Society, the world’s oldest
scientific academy in continuous existence.
Jamal Tazi receives the Prize of French influence!
Congratulations to Jamal Tazi on winning the prestigous Prize of French influence from the Association Réalités
et Relations Internationales (ARRI).
Special Issue of RNA Biology Journal on Alternative Splicing and Disease
Andrea Barta and Daniel Schümperli have served as Guest Editors for a Special Issue of RNA Biology on
Alternative splicing and Disease
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Andrea and Daniel edited a Special Issue
of RNA Biology on Alternative Splicing
and Disease
EURASNET Members Andrea Barta and Daniel Schümperli edited a Special
Focus Issue on “Alternative Splicing and Disease” in RNA Biology July 2010.
There were several reasons for the editorial board to elicit a timely special issue on
alternative splicing and disease:
Firstly, the recent explorations of many different genomes and transcriptomes
have shown that alternative splicing is extremely prevalent in higher organism
and seems to be a major driver for proteome complexity.
Secondly, it has been previously noted that up to 15% of mutations in the Human
Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) affect splice site sequences but this figure did
not include mutations in splicing enhancer, silencers or mutations affecting RNA
structure which are now known to affect alternative splicing patterns. These mutations might therefore cause or influence disease phenotypes. Current estimates
now suggest that as many as 50% of the human disease-causing mutations affect
splice site selection.
Thirdly, alternative splicing is very prevalent in tissues and organs with a complex
proteome, such as neuronal tissue, muscular tissue and cells related to the immune system, and many diseases have been found to be caused by a disturbed
alternative splicing pattern.
In addition, changes in alternative splicing have been found to be widespread in
many cancers where they potentially contribute to disease progression, and this
topic is addressed in three of the review articles of this special issue. Several disorders in muscular and neuronal tissues are discussed and one review summarizes
recent findings connecting splicing and autoimmune disease.
The recognition of splicing/alternative splicing defects in disease and the last two
decades of research into regulation of expression at the RNA level have allowed
scenarios for possible therapies of alternative splicing disorders to be developed.
This exciting area of research which will lead the way for future therapeutic treatment of disease is also presented.
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Guest Editors:
Andrea Barta and
Daniel Schümperli

Call for Papers
Indexed by MEDLINE/PUBMED
2009 Impact Factor: 5.56
July 2010: Special Issue on Alternative Splicing and Disease
Guest Editors: Andrea Barta (Vienna, Austria) and Daniel Schümperli (Bern, Switzerland)

Editor-in-Chief
Renée Schroeder

Max F. Perutz Laboratories
University of Vienna
Vienna, Austria

Assistant Editor-in-Chief
Paul P. Gardner
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
Hinxton, UK

Associate Editors

Paul Agris
North Carolina State
University
Andrea Barta
Medical University
of Vienna
Ben Berkhout
University of Amsterdam
Benjamin Blencowe
University of Toronto

Juli Feigon
University of California,
Los Angeles
Jack D. Keene
Duke University
Medical Center
Eric G. Moss
University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey
Jörg Vogel
Max Planck Institute for
Infection Biology

RNA Biology utilizes an online submission
and and peer review tracking system which
is designed to provide a better, more
efficient service to authors and reviewers.
• Authors can submit manuscripts online
from anywhere in the world.
• Authors can track their manuscript
through the peer review process.
• Author files are automatically converted
into a PDF (Portable Document Format)
• Submissions are acknowledged by
email.
• Editors and reviewers access the PDF
files on the website.
Submit your paper here: http://rnabiol.
msubmit.net/cgi-bin/main.plex

An emerging role for nuclear RNA-mediated responses to genotoxic stress
Roberta Busà and Claudio Sette
A conserved alternative splicing event in plants reveals an ancient exonization of 5S rRNA that regulates TFIIIA
W. Brad Barbazuk
Alternative splicing and breast cancer
Martin Dutertre, Stephan Vagner and Didier Auboeuf
Novel roles of U1 snRNP in alternative splicing regulation
Emanuele Buratti and Diana Baralle
The multiple roles of TDP-43 in pre-mRNA processing and gene expression regulation
Emanuele Buratti and Francisco Ernesto Baralle
Repair of pre-mRNA splicing: Prospects for a therapy for spinal muscular atrophy
Rachel Nlend Nlend, Kathrin Meyer and Daniel Schumperli
Alternative splicing and muscular dystrophy
Mariaelena Pistoni, Claudia Ghigna and Davide Gabellini
Antisense-mediated modulation of splicing: therapeutic implications for Duchenne muscular dystrophy
Annemieke Aartsma-Rus
Alternative splicing in multiple sclerosis and other autoimmune diseases
Irina Evsyukova, Jason A. Somarelli, Simon G. Gregory and Mariano A. Garcia-Blanco
The role of CELF proteins in neurological disorders
Jean-Marc Gallo and Carl Spickett
Regulation of alternative splicing by short noncoding nuclear RNAs
Amit Khanna and Stefan Stamm
Analysis of SRrp86-regulated alternative splicing: Control of c-Jun and IκBβ activity
Amanda S. Solis and James G. Patton
Pro-metastatic splicing of Ron proto-oncogene mRNA can be reversed: Therapeutic potential of bifunctional
oligonucleotides and indole derivatives
Claudia Ghigna, Marion De Toledo, Serena Bonomi, Cristina Valacca, Stefania Gallo, Maria Apicella,
Ian Eperon, Jamal Tazi and Giuseppe Biamonti
Future Special Issues include:
RNA Chaperones (Karin Musier-Forsyth, Columbus, OH, USA)
CRISPR (John van der Oost, Wageningen, NL)
RNA Virus Replication, Recombination and Transcription (Andrew White, Toronto, Canada)
We invite you to send us your original manuscripts on any of the above topics. The appearance of your research paper in
the context of a series of Reviews written by experts in the field will increase its visibility and round out this special issue!
Please contact the Editor-in-Chief (renee.schroeder@univie.ac.at) with suggestions for future Special Foci.

About RNA Biology:
Original papers in RNA Biology represent a wide range of experimental systems, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic, and experimental approaches, including molecular and
cell biology, biochemistry, genetics, genomics and molecular medicine. Reviews highlight progress and discuss current thinking on RNA biology in a format accessible to a
wide academic audience. For a complete list of the types of papers accepted for publication, please visit the author guidelines:
www.landesbioscience.com/journals/rnabiology/guidelines
RNA Biology is published both in print and online. Original research is published as full-length reports or brief communications. Solicited and submitted reviews and timely
commentaries on significant developments are also published. All manuscripts are subjected to peer-review. Accepted manuscripts are made available on the journal’s
website immediately. All papers automatically become open access after 1 year. Alternatively, immediate open access may be purchased at the time of publication.
Decision on manuscripts as rapidly as possible. RNA Biology will reconsider papers that have been rejected by high impact journals for reasons of novelty and impact,
rather than the importance of the study or the integrity of the data. Authors are encouraged to enclose the reviewers’ and/or editorial comments from
the above mentioned journals. This will certainly expedite the evaluation of the article and it is possible the article might be accepted based on its previous review. This will allow the urgent and competitive research to be published on the day of submission.

For more information about submitting to RNA Biology, please visit our website: www.rnabiology.com
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“Hugo”
-a very special band
Daniel is a part of a musical trio that started composing music based on DNA,
RNA and protein sequences in 2001. Their specialty is that they accompany this
computer-generated music with structured improvisations on two conventional
instruments, the clarinet and the double bass. At their performances, they explain
the science behind the piece and its transposition into music with multimedia
presentations. The title of this program has been “HUGO hat Töne” (HUGO being
the acronym of the Human Genome Organisation). Last year they were asked to
prepare a new program for a festival
of modern and classical music entitled
“Vom Himmel”. They kept the band
name HUGO, and their new program
was named “HUGO in the sky (no diamonds)”. The tunes are based on data
collected from different sources in the
earth’s atmosphere and its nearer space
- our solar system (bird migrations and
extinctions, airplane routes, wheather
and climate data, the orbits of planets
or data from scientific space missions).
They played this program twice during the festival in April/May 2009 in a
concert locale in Bern. For next performance see http://www.molart.ch/
hugo/index-en.html and subpages.
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Author:

Daniel Schümperli

EURASNET
Annual Reporting Meeting 2010
This year, the 4th EURASNET Annual Reporting Meeting was held in the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation in the beautiful city of Lisbon, Portugal. EURASNET group
leaders, members of their groups and also outstanding invited scientists were
reunited in this meeting. During the scientific presentations, we had the opportunity to know the state of art in the research of different groups that are part of
the EURASNET. Even though all the groups have the common objective to resolve
questions concerning splicing, the variety of the topics was very enormous: the
insights of the spliceosome formation to the involvement of alternative splicing in
human diseases. This topic diversity without any doubt is always an opportunity
to establish very fascinating discussions about alternative splicing.
Additionally to the talks, the members of the different groups presented and received some feedback of their investigations during the poster session.
Besides the scientific talks, it was also mentioned the efforts from the EURASNET
as a community to extend the knowledge frontiers promoting the understanding of Alternative splicing among non-scientific people, including children. This
effort was illustrated by the gene puzzle organized by Andrea Barta during the
Researchers Night in Vienna.
For young people a workshop was available in which you could gain an insight
into the different career options and the skills which are needed depending
whether you decide to work inside or outside the academia.
Furthermore, every night we had the opportunity to see different regions of
Lisboa in the bus tours and after that we enjoyed delicious and typical food from
Portugal for dinner.
I think most of the participants will agree that this annual Reporting meeting was
very fruitful and enjoyable without mentioning the terrific work accomplished by
the organizers, Maria Carmo-Fonseca, Davide Gabellini, Jean Beggs and the coordinator Reinhard Lührmann.
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Organisers:

Maria Carmo-Fonseca ,
Davide Gabellini & Jean Beggs,
1st -4th of March 2010, Lisbon

Author:

Yamile Marquez

RNA Therapeutics Workshop
sponsored by Harvard Medical School – Portugal Program
and European Network of Excellence on Alternative Splicing,
EURASNET Splicing and Disease
On March the 4th and 5th the RNA Therapeutics Workshop took place in the Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian in Lisbon. Scientist from all over the world participated to learn
and teach about the basic research concerning RNA-based drugs and the perspective
this field opens to fight diseases in the future.
The workshop tried to join together specialists in the clinical and the basic experimental
research to discuss the forthcoming and present goals of RNA therapeutics. State
of the art technologies and applications of RNA molecules as drugs or targets for
therapeutics were presented.
Topics ranged from targeted delivery of RNA molecules to applications of RNAi
technology, miRNA and their antagonists, use of therapeutic aptamers, and spliceswitching strategies. During the first day scientist of the academia presented RNA based
therapy targeting Huntington’s disease and Duchenne muscular dystrophy (Gert Jan Van
Ommen), Spinal muscular atrophy (Adrian Krainer), infections by flaviviruses (Mariano
Garcia-Blanco) and premature aging syndromes (Jamel Tazi).
The next day industrial companies from all over the world presented new strategies in RNAi
therapeutics (Alnylam Pharmaceuticals, Exiqon, Santaris Pharma, Silence Therapeutics,
GENOVIS, Neurologix, NOXXON Pharma, AVI BioPharma, VIRxSYS and Michael P. Czech).
The workshop occured after the annual meeting of EURASNET and was sponsered by
Havard Medical School – Portugal Program and EURASNET. Many thanks to the organizers
Francisco Enguita and Maria Carmo-Fonseca for giving us this excellent opportunity to
get insights into therapeutical approaches using RNA.
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Organisers:

Francisco Enguita and
Maria Carmo-Fonseca
4th-5th of March 2010;
Lisbon

Author:

Janett Göhring

Forthcoming Meetings
7th Special Interest Group meeting on Alternative Splicing (AS-SIG)
Meeting Location:

John B. Hynes Memorial Convention Center, Boston, MA (US)

Meeting Date:
Organisers:

9-10 July 2010
Eduardo Eyras, Dirk Holste, Rickard Sandberg, Chris Burge, Ben Blencowe

RNA Mis-splicing: Disease and Therapeutics EURASNET Interdisciplinary Focus Meeting
Meeting Location:

Churchill College University of Cambridge, UK

Meeting Date:
Organisers:

12-14 July 2010
Chris Smith (Cambridge) and Matthew Wood (Oxford)

IFM “Frontiers in Structural Biology of RNAs and RNPs”
Meeting Location:

Collegium Biologicum of the Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland

Meeting Date:
Organisers:

16-18 August 2010
Janusz M. Bujnicki, Reinhard Lührmann, Jean Beggs, Reinhard Rauhut

IFM on “Splicing Regulation: from molecules to organisms”
Meeting Location:

Berlin, Germany

Meeting Date:
Organisers:

20-21 September 2010
Javier Caceres and Karla Neugebauer

Workshop and Symposium on Alternative Splicing and Genetic Disease
Meeting Location:

Paris, France

Meeting Date:
Organisers:

14-15 October 2010
Diana Baralle, Mario Tosi and Stefan Stamm
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Second International EURASNET Conference on
Alternative Splicing
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EURASNET HEADS
In each issue of the EURASNET newsletter we will introduce eight of
the network laboratory heads.

Rolf Apweiler
Rolf and his group are involved in the development of a database and tools for alternative
splicing. They combine computationally predicted and manually curated data to develop a
database on alternative splicing (ASD). Currently, different resources on alternative splicing are
integrated and synchronized.

Peer Bork
Peer´s group is a computational biology group developing computational approaches to the
evolution and functional consequences of molecular evolution and in particular of alternative
splicing. They were among the first to identify support for the notion of a considerable number
of human alternative splice variants. Another point of interest is the functional consequences of
alternative splicing in proteins and protein networks as well as at the level of tissue expression.

Matthew Wood
RNA targeted gene therapy for degenerative disorders of the nervous system and muscle.
Targeting RNA has the potential to allow modification of the target transcript, reprogramming
of endogenous genetic defects or the targeting of specific disease alleles, while maintaining
endogenous regulation of the target gene. His current work is investigating antisense oligonucleotides for splice correction in Duchenne muscular dystrophy; novel chemistries and ligand
targeting to skeletal and cardiac muscles. In addition, the potential of post-transcriptional
gene silencing, RNA interference (RNAi), is being investigated for the silencing of target genes
and mutant alleles both in muscle and in the nervous system. The current focus here is the
targeted silencing dominant mutant alleles associated with the neurodegenerative disorders
Parkinson’s disease and spinocerebellar ataxia.

Maria Carmo-Fonseca
To investigate the mechanisms involved in biogenesis of messenger RNA (mRNA) is one of the
major tasks of the research in Maria’s laboratory. In addition, she wants to contribute to a better
understanding of the pathogenesis of diseases caused by genetic errors that affect this process. In particular new techniques are supplied to study the dynamics of spliceosome assembly
in live cells, in addition, recruitment of factors to transcription sites are under investigation.
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Eduardo Eyras
Eduardo Eyras is a group leader and Research Professor at the Biomedical Informatics Unit
of the Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona. He has extensive experience in the development of novel strategies for gene prediction and in the use of comparative genomics for
studying splicing. He has developed a method for the definition of transcript splicing variants from expression data, which has been used for the annotation of the human, mouse,
rat and chicken genomes. He currently works on computational methodologies to study
the regulation and the evolution of splicing. One of the aims is to find out how the information of the exon or its flanking introns is affecting the splicing phenotype. Edurado could
show a relation between the properties of SR proteins and signals of the branch site signals.

Angus I. Lamond
Angus and his group is studying the dynamic behaviour of nuclear proteins and RNPs by expressing genes fused to fluorescent protein tags and performing time-lapse microscopy on
living cells. Multiple human diseases, including some inherited genetic disorders, malignancies and viral infections, modify or disrupt subnuclear bodies. Therefore Angus is interested
in the functional organizations of the cell nucleus. He and his research group identified
several human spliceosome and nucleolus proteins. A database of the human nucleolus
proteins has been established (http://www.lamond/ab.com/NOPdb3.o). Furthermore, the
general mechanism of pre-mRNA splicing in mammalian cells is examined with the help of
microscopy techniques, for example FLIM-FRET

Hermona Soreq
The recent research in Hermona’s lab focuses on the putative functional role(s) of anxiety reactions as a neuroprotection strategy. More specifically her work deals with stress-induced
transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of the acetylcholinesterase (AChE) gene
and the function of AChE variants. The causal involvement of AChE in the progression of
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease and neuromuscular syndromes like myasthenia gravis,
anticipate future therapeutic needs for drugs targeting specific AChE variant(s) or the corresponding RNA transcripts.
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Stefan Stamm
Stefan’s work focuses on the regulation of alternative
splicing by external stimuli and small RNAs. Using a
mammalian cell system he could show that alternative
splice site selection is influenced by reversible phosphorylation events. This finding explains the frequently
observed changes of alternative splicing during development of tumorigenesis. Additionally, databases of alternative exons were developed to study the genome-wide
relevance and regulation of them.

Anabella Srebrow
The way how alternative splicing is controlled within
cells, tissues and ultimately, multicellular organisms is
still poorly understood. The work from Anabellas lab has
contributed to the understanding of how extra cellular
stimuli are converted into changes in splicing patterns.
She could show that complex cross-talk between signalling pathways determine the splicing pattern of a single
gene. Moreover she found out that a complex networking between these signalling pathways determinate the
splicing pattern of one singular gene. Different cell lines
that recapitulate certain aspects of mammary gland normal development and tumorigenesis are used as a model
system.

Anabella and Janusz
are two Young
Investigators
who joined the
EURASNET network
in 2007.

Janusz M. Bujnicki
In the past the lab of Janusz has developed software tools
for protein structure prediction. Furthermore they generated the first database of RNA modification pathways
MODOMICS (http://modomics.genesilico.pl/). Currently
they are involved in modeling studies on a number of
proteins important for splicing regulation, and they are
developing new tools for structure prediction of RNA and
protein-RNA complexes.

Andrea Barta work package leader “Public Understanding in Science”.
John Brown work package leader “Reachout to the Broader RNA Community“.
Franziska Werba Public scientific officer.
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